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Abstract: We discuss the relic abundance of massive long lived colored particles with
mass of the order of 1 TeV. We first examine the case where the massive colored particles
have the standard color only. Next we consider the “Quirk Model” suggested by M. Luty,
in which the colored particles transform under an additional non-abelian gauge group
with a scale much smaller than the particles’ mass. In both cases, the relic abundance is
reduced via a “late” hadronic annihilation stage. In the second case the relic Quirks bind to
ordinary quarks forming fractional charged objects and also anomalous heavy isotopes, and
the bounds on the relic abundance become extremely severe. The force between Quirks,
however, has a new confining part that manifests via macroscopic strings and the resulting
efficient “very late” annihilations reduce the relic abundance to acceptable levels. The
prospects of creating and detecting such particles at LHC and the fate of the particles
created are discussed.
Keywords: Cosmology of Theories beyond the SM, Gauge Symmetry,
Phenomenological Models.
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1. The Reduced Relic Abundance of Massive Long Lived Colored Particle
New physics of some sort (supersymmetry, technicolor or something else) around the TeV
mass scale is required to explain the spontaneous breaking of electro-weak symmetry with-
out introducing the hierarchy problem. The hope that new colliders will probe this new
physics and produce new particles χ associated with it is a main driving force in high
energy physics.
For a given mass Mχ in the TeV range, the χ − χ¯ production cross-section in the
hadronic LHC collider is much larger when χ carries color rather than just SU(2)× U(1)
quantum numbers. If, however, these massive colored particles (MCP’s) are as light as
the other new particles, than they can be long lived or even stable. A concrete interesting
example, in which this might happen, is the split supersymmetry scenario with gauginos
and gluinos in particular much lighter than the squarks [1].
For reheat temperatures exceeding the mass Mχ, the cosmological abundance of the
particles remaining after freezout at temperatures T ∼Mχ/30 is rather small [2]:
fχ =
nχ
nγ
∼ 10−14, (1.1)
where nγ is the entropy density at freezout. This is small enough to prevent such par-
ticles from playing any role as dark matter often assumed to arise in a similar fashion
via lightest supersymmetric partners annihilating with considerably weaker annihilation
cross-sections. Late decays of even such a tiny number of particles can, however, lead to
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excessive (and observed) fluxes of high energy gamma rays, modifications of BBN (big bang
nucleosynthesis) and/or distortion of the CMBR (cosmic microwave background radiation).
The χ− χ¯ annihilation cross-section is a key ingredient in relic abundance estimates.
The attractive colored gluon exchange interaction enhances the cross-section. Yet, since
χ− χ¯ strongly annihilate in S-wave only, unitarity implies the general upper bound on the
annihilation cross-section [3] (which is O(αs−2) larger than the perturbative value):
4pi
M2χβ
∼ 1
MχT
> σ(χχ¯)annihilation, (1.2)
which again leads to excessive relic abundance of χ’s.
It has been noted [1], however, that after the QCD confining phase transition at tem-
perature Tc ∼ ΛQCD ∼ 200 MeV, relic MCP’s combine with quarks or gluons making Q¯q
mesons or gg˜ glueballinos (“Q” χ’s are SU(3) triplets and “g˜” χ’s are SU(3) octets). The
scattering cross-section of these hadrons on each other is geometric and rather large:
σscattering ∼ piR2H (1.3)
where RH = 1/ΛH is the hadrons’ radius.
The very large mass Mχ ∼ TeV of the MCP’s, and corresponding large momentum at
a given energy (temperature) implies that many partial waves are involved in the collision
(which is indeed required in order to avoid the S-wave unitarity upper bound). Thus, for
T ∼ Tc ∼ 200 MeV the scattering involves partial waves up to
L ∼ p×RH ∼
√
2MχT ×RH ∼ 20, (1.4)
for the small (conservative)
RH = 1/ΛH = (GeV)
−1 = 0.2 Fermi (1.5)
used in [2], and Mχ = 1 TeV. This relaxes the above unitarity bound by a factor of
L2 ∼ 400.
The large hadronic heavy meson-heavy meson cross-sections enhances the χχ¯ annihi-
lation cross-section and reduces the relic abundance of the χ’s in eq. (1.1) by about three
more orders of magnitude to fχ ∼ 10−17, thereby resuscitating most MCP scenarios even
when the colored massive particles decay rather late [2]. It is difficult to quantitatively
calculate the rate of these late annihilations and in the following we further discuss this
problem.
First we address two simple issues:
• In a large fraction of collisions of heavy meson and anti-meson the latter rearrange
into a tightly bound heavy-heavy QQ¯ Quarkonium or g˜g˜ and a light qq¯ meson or a
gg glue-ball:
Qq¯+Q¯q → QQ¯+ qq¯
or
g˜g+g˜g → g˜g˜ + gg. (1.6)
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The anomalous lightness of the pion and the parametrically large binding in the
heavy-heavy system (the binding energy increases with Mχ) ensure an exothermic
process even for excited χχ¯ final states. Since the rearrangement involves transition
to a different “branch” it is not adiabatically suppressed. The transition can happen
at any point during the long collision time of the heavy χ hadrons:
tcollision ∼ RH
βχ
(1.7)
with
βχ ∼
√
2T
Mχ
∼ 0.02 (1.8)
and its probability should indeed be ∼ 1 as argued in Ref. [2]. We note, however, that
for quark-like χ’s the relevant rearrangement collisions may involve a heavy baryon
and a heavy meson:
Qqq + Q¯q → QQ¯+ qqq (Quarkonium + nucleon) (1.9)
rather than two heavy mesons as assumed in Ref. [2]:
Qq¯ + Q¯q → QQ¯+ q¯q (Quarkonium + meson) (1.10)
The reason is the following. At the time of these hadronic assisted late χ annihilations
(at and somewhat after the QCD phase transition), the baryon to entropy ratio
∼ 6 · 10−10 vastly exceeds the χ to entropy ratio ∼ 10−14. Hence, a Qq¯ heavy meson
is 4 · 104 times more likely to collide first with a nucleon and transform into a heavy
baryon1:
Qq¯ + qqq → Qqq + q¯q (Heavy baryon + meson) (1.11)
rather than collide directly with the rare heavy anti-meson. The baryon will eventu-
ally annihilate via eq. (1.9).
The lighter pion emitted in eq. (1.10) allows more loosely bound and larger Quarkonia
to form than in the case of reaction (1.9). The resulting, slightly reduced, cross-
section of reaction (1.9) (as compared with reaction (1.10)) and ensuing decrease of
late annihilation rate are likely to be moderate and not effect the qualitative results
of Ref. [2].
• Most of the collisions and quarkonia formed therein have high orbital angular momen-
tum2. The centrifugal barrier quenches χχ¯ annihilations in these states and cascading
to the ground S-wave state needs to be investigated.
1For reaction 1.11 to proceed, even for low kinetic energies of the colliding hadrons, the sum of their
masses should exceed the sum of masses of the final two hadrons. This is guaranteed by the light final pion
and the binding of the ud I = S = 0 diquark to massive Q′ which is stronger than the binding to a light u
as in the proton. Indeed, for c and b quarks, the corresponding differences are already positive and large:
mD +mp − [mΛc +mpi] = 380 MeV and mB +mp − [mΛb +mpi] = 450 MeV.
2This feature and ensuing geometric cross-section exclude the extra 1/β enhancement of S-wave exother-
mic processes
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The authors of Ref. [2] assume that these states lie within the ∼ 1 GeV deep linear
regime of the potential between the Heavy quarks with binding energy
B.E|
initial
. 400 MeV. (1.12)
Since there is no χχ¯ annihilation in these high angular momentum χχ¯ states the rate
of cascading into lower energy and lower angular momentum states is indeed relevant.
If the χ’s were electrically charged, cascading down from an initial, relatively loosely
bound state in the linear regime of the iterquark potential,
V (r) =
C · αQCD
r
− σ · r, (1.13)
to the more tightly bound χχ¯ states in the QCD Coulombic regime lasts a very short time
[2]:
tcascade ∼
√
αQCD ·M2χ
αemΛ3H
∼ 10−16 sec. (1.14)
Possible lack of anomaly cancelations and/or large SU(2)L×U(1) breaking by massive
fermions which are not neutral under these groups suggest that the fermions are electrically
neutral.
The authors of Ref. [2] were overly conservative in estimating the cascading time for
neutral MCP’s. Assuming that the cascade proceeds only via two photon emission at each
stage and using effective lagrangian/dimensional arguments they find a long cascading time
of O(1) sec.
Even for neutral χ’s, however, one photon ∆L = 1 transition between quarkonium
states of opposite C are allowed. The photon converts via a light quark loop into a C = −1
color singlet three gluon state, which couples to the heavy quarks (see fig. 1).
γ
L = 1 L = 0
Figure 1: Emission of a single photon from the process B′ → B′γ. The thick line is the bound
state of the heavy colored particles and the thin lines are light quarks.
Following Ref. [2] the corresponding effective lagrangian is now:
L ∼ e
Λ
F 0,jψ¯
i∂j
Mχ
ψ, (1.15)
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with a decay width:
Γ(B′ → Bγ) ∼ αE
3
γ
M2χΛ
2
Hr
2
B
, (1.16)
where rB is the size of the bound state. This rate
3 is
∼ 137
(
ΛH
Eγ
)2
∼ 106 − 107 (1.17)
times faster than the two photon rate of Ref. [2] for Eγ ∼ ∆E ∼ 100 − 50 MeV and as in
Ref. [2] ΛH ∼ GeV.
This dramatic enhancement of the rate of cascading in the quarkonia system supports
the argument that “late” annihilation of MCP’s after the QCD confinement will reduce
the abundance of the latter so as to meet all the astrophysical bounds.
We note also that hadronic radius
RH ∼ 1
2
Fermi (1.18)
is appropriate for heavy meson-heavy meson case. Using this, rather than the conservatively
(small) value RH ∼ GeV−1 ∼ 0.2 Fermi used by Ref. [2], enhances the annihilation cross-
section (and reduces the expected final CMP’s density by ∼ 6).
So far, our comments tended to enhanced the CMP’s annihilation supporting the
conclusions of [2]. The following appears to have the opposite effect.
Ref. [2] assumes that the cosmic background pions have no impact on Q′Q¯′ bound state
formation which happens at a temperatures T ∼ TB . For the temperature TB , however,
used for estimating the final relic density:
TB ∼ Tc ∼ ΛQCD ∼ 180 MeV, (1.19)
this assumption is not justified. At this temperature the pions’ density is comparable
to that of photons’ and larger than that of the heavy χ particles surviving the earlier
perturbative annihilation phase after freezout at T ∼Mχ/30 by 1014−1017, corresponding
respectively to the beginning and end of the late annihilation phase.
In passing we note that despite the electromagnetic and weak decays of pi0 and pi+
which are much faster than the Hubble expansion at this time, the decay products (muons,
electrons, photons and neutrinos) are in chemical equilibrium with the pions, immediately
reinstating the latter at their equilibrium value.
The inverse of the reaction in eq. (1.10) above, where the Quarkonium absorbs a pion
with energy exceeding its binding,
E ≥ |B.E| = 2MQ′ q¯ −MQ′Q¯′ , (1.20)
destroys the newly formed χχ¯ state on a typical hadronic time scale
t ∼ 1
TB
∼ 10−24 sec, (1.21)
3This is a very crude estimate: The two (rather than three) body phase enhances the one photon process.
On the other hand, the partial cancelation due to qd + qu + qs = 0 between the three diagrams with the
three light quark loops in fig. 1 suppresses it relative to the two photon cascade.
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vastly shorter than the time for any of the “autonomous” cascading down considered so
far. This stops only when the number density of pions with the requisite energy (which
decreases with a phase space and Boltzman weight factor E
3/2
pi e−Epi/T ) becomes comparable
to that of the χ particles at temperatures ∼ E/30 when the exponential factor overcomes
the huge initial 1014 ratio. Hence, only at temperatures ∼ 1/30 of the binding energy of the
heavy quarkonia state initially formed, will most quarkonia become immune to break-up
via pion absorbtion and start cascading to lower states.
This is analogous to the well studied, ordinary electron-proton recombination into
hydrogen which occurs only at temperatures of
Trecombination ∼ 1
40
Ry ∼ 13.6
40
eV ∼ 0.3 eV (1.22)
due to the large number of photons which can break up the bound hydrogen (see also [4]
in modern context).
The suggested value of the temperature when the bound states effectively form is then:
T ∼ B.E
30
∼ 400
30
MeV ∼ 13 MeV, (1.23)
namely 14 times lower than the temperature TB ∼ 180 MeV used in Ref. [2]. This increases
the residual relic abundance of χ’s which is given in Ref. [2] by
Yχ =
nχ
s
∼ 10−17
(
R
GeV−1
)
−2( TB
180 MeV
)
−3/2 ( m
TeV
)1/2
, (1.24)
by a factor of ∼ (1/14)−3/2 ∼ 50.
There is yet another crucial factor, however, that should be taken into consideration.
Collisions with ambient pions will not only break the newly formed Q′Q¯′ states (once
Epi > B.E). The pion can also scatter off the quarkonium state leaving the latter more
tightly bound and with angular momentum L − 2 instead of L. The emitted pion then
carries the two units of angular momentum and its energy is increased by the binding
energy difference
∆E = B.E(L− 2)−B.E(L). (1.25)
We can estimate the actual cross-section for this pion induced downward cascade,
which is much faster than any autonomous cascade mentioned earlier. Unlike the case
of pion absorbtion, where the quarks from the pion are incorporated into the two Q′q¯
mesons, the process at hand requires two gluon exchange. This process is analogous to
inelastic diffraction, which is well known from ordinary hadron high energy scattering.
The difference is that there, the colliding particles are in the ground state and one or
both become excited, whereas here, the Q′Q¯′ target is a highly excited state and we are
interested in the de-excitation to a lower state. The (induced) color dipole-color dipole
gluon exchange interactions explain the well known geometric nature of such cross-sections
[5]. Both the pion and the initial highly excited Q′Q¯′ state have normal hadronic size.
Hence, we expect roughly equal σbreakup - the cross-section for breakup via pion absorption
and σde−excitation, the cross-section for diffractive de-excitation. Diffraction selection rules
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and the limited angular momentum carried by the light pions imply that only levels with
angular momenta lower by two units are likely to be reached in the de-excitation reaction.
This and the extra powers of αs involved suggest that the de-excitation cross-section for
the downward induced cascade is smaller than that of the quarkonium breakup by:
(
αsEpi
ΛH
)2
∼ 10−2 − 10−3, (1.26)
were Epi ∼ mpi is the energy of the absorbed pion.
A much larger number (by a factor F ∼ e(B.E+mpi)/T ) of pions, however, can generate
a downward cascade as compared with the number of those that are energetic enough to
break the initial bound quarkonium state.
Once the temperature drops bellow ∼ 100 MeV, so that this factor exceeds ∼ 102−103
and compensates for the larger break-up cross-section, the quarkonium system will cascade
down to ever more tightly bound and harder to break states (and eventually annihilates) be-
fore meeting a “killer” pion of sufficiently high energy which breaks it up. This will happen
for temperatures TB larger than B.E/30 used above, and much closer to TB ∼ 180 MeV
used by Ref. [2]. Thus, the dangerous factor of ∼ 50 above largely disappears and the final
conclusion is, thus, that the further O(10−3) reduction of the relic abundance of putative
massive colored particles via enhanced annihilations after the QCD phase transition and
hadron formation found by the authors of Ref. [2] will be reinstated.
The above discussion utilizes the known pattern of masses of heavy quarkonia and of
mesons involving one heavy b or c quark extrapolated to even heavier quarks. If the MCP’s
are gluinos rather than heavy quarks, the systematics of the transitions of
g˜g + g˜g → g˜g˜ + gg (1.27)
may be quite different. In particular there is no anomalously light glueball, which is the
analog of the qq¯ pion. Thus, the gluino relic abundance will be reduced to a lesser extent
after the QCD phase transition and may have less impact. A single pion emission is
forbidden here by isospin and two pion emission will be suppressed by extra powers of
αs. Still, the heavy gluinos with larger SU(3) Casimir will be very tightly bound and
transitions of this type with generic hadronic cross-section are expected.
2. Can new confining gauge theories manifest via macroscopic large strings?
2.1 Introduction
String theory originated in the 1960’s in an effort to explain the hadronic spectrum, which
presently is being explained by the local gauge theory of QCD.
The chromo-electric flux tubes, which are believed to connect color charges generating
a confining linear potential, are the vestige of such strings. When the tube/string gets
longer than some critical distance of order 1/ΛQCD, however, a Schwinger pair creation
mechanism of light (u, d and possibly s) quark anti-quark causes it to break. Only when the
lightest quarks carrying the fundamental representation 3c are much heavier than ΛQCD can
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the strings live long enough [6]. If excited to high enough energy, the mesons get elongate,
so that they look like strings rather than almost spherical bags, and keep oscillating until
slowly dissipating via glueball emission.
The following discussion is largely inspired by the suggestion of Markus Luty, (Unpub-
lished) of the “Quirk model”, a model in which macroscopic strings may arise. Within the
frame-work of such models we address the question: Is there a consistent field theory and
cosmological scenario where macroscopic strings arise?
Luty’s Quirk model seems ad hock and does not address any problems in the standard
model or extensions thereof. The extra groups, fermions and confining flux tube do not
ease the hierarchy problem, do not explain dark matter and/or dark energy and/or any
other possible astrophysical anomaly. Still we find the possible existence of macroscopic
strings which, unlike the cosmic strings, can actually be manipulated, so fascinating to
justify the following discussion.
We will begin by briefly reviewing the model in section 2.2. We next discuss in section
2.3 the cosmological implications of the new SU(N ′) gluons and the SU(N ′) glueballs and
ensuing limits on the model. A rather detailed estimate of the relic abundance of the Quirks
surviving in this model to the present date follows in 2.4, with special further discussion
of baryonic Q′N
′
type states in section 2.5. These two sections extend the discussion in
section 1 above on “hadron assisted late annihilations” after the SU(3)c confinement to
account for “string assisted very late annihilations” occurring after the SU(N ′) confining
phase transition. Section 2.6 briefly comments on the possible manifestation of the new
long confining strings in LHC. In section 2.7 we follow the evolution the Q′Q¯′ pairs with
attached strings produced at LHC. We find that for small Λ′s it is quite probable for the
ends of one SU(N ′) string to be trapped in separate chunks of matter. Finally in section
2.8 we speculate on the fascinating physics that would ensue if the above scenario is indeed
realized and the separate string ends can be manipulated enabling us to verify the existence
of such macroscopic strings and directly measuring the string tension.
2.2 Introduction of the Model
The following describes Luty’s Quirk model. Unfortunately, his long anticipated paper on
this subject has not come out yet so the following should be considered as a rough sketch.
It does, however, suffice for our main goal, namely discussion of the cosmology and some
phenomenology. The standard SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y with three fermion generations
of quarks and leptons is extremely successful. Yet, there is no true understanding why the
above specific groups and (triplicated) fermionic representations are chosen. In particular
there is no true understanding of the mass scales in QCD and in the electroweak sector
and of fermion masses. The u and d quarks are 10− 100 times lighter than the QCD scale,
yet, a-priori we could have only quarks (for instance third generation quarks) with masses
much larger than ΛQCD ∼ 200 MeV.
In view of the above, the following modification of the standard model may not be
too unnatural: An extra SU(N ′) non-abelian gauge group is added as a direct product
factor to the standard model. Just like QCD, it is assumed to be vectorial and confine at
some scale Λ′. Furthermore, there are fermions (“Quirks”) denoted by Q′, which transform
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as its fundamental N ′ representation. Next, in analogy with having the ordinary quarks
transform not only under SU(3)c but also under the other product groups SU(2)L and/or
U(1), the quirks are assumed to also carry a 3c representation
4 of ordinary vectorial SU(3)c.
The simplest way to maintain the cancelations of axial anomalies and avoid excessive
breaking of SU(2)L×U(1) by the mass of the heavy Q′s is to keep the quirks SU(2)L×U(1)
neutral.
The expression for the QCD β function becomes:
β(g) = − g
3
(4pi)2
(
11
3
Nc − 2
3
nf − 2
3
N ′
)
(2.1)
where Nc = 3, nf = 6, and we assume the new SU(N
′) group has a single flavor. Thus,
N ′ < 11 is required to maintain QCD asymptotic freedom. As we will see below, cosmology
implies a much more severe upper bound of N ′ ≤ 3.
Since the ordinary and the new SU(N ′) color are conserved, the Q′s which are the
lightest particles carrying both are absolutely stable. We need therefore, to extend the
discussion in section 1 above and to verify that Q′ − Q¯′ annihilations at various stages
reduces their relic abundance so as to meet all bounds. The general discussion for any
massive colored particle was given above and further effects of SU(N ′) interactions will be
discussed below.
To explain why quirks have not been produced to date in colliders, their masses should
satisfyMQ′ ≥ 300 GeV and to allow production at the new hadron collider LHC we assume
MQ′ ≤TeV. We shall use 1 TeV as the nominal mass in the following.
The key to the new fascinating phenomenology is the assumed extreme smallness of
the SU(N ′) scale:
Λ′ ∼ 10− 105 eV. (2.2)
While all Λ′s in this range lead to small cosmological relic abundances a 10 − 100 eV
value is particularly suggestive. Such Λ′s may allows the atoms of the nuclei to which the
Q′s at the ends of the SU(N ′) string attach, to remain within the crystals and yet have
measurable string tension of 10−5 − 10−4 dyne.
This choice seems to require extreme fine-tuning. This, however, is not the case. The
scale of a non-abelian gauge theory confinement is the mass scale at which the running
coupling constant becomes of order unity. Because of the logarithmic variation,
α′ ∼ β
′
0
lnQ2
, (2.3)
the scale is exponentially sensitive to the value of the coupling at some standard energy,
1 GeV for example, and on the number of colors/flavors which determine the beta function.
Thus, the scale could readily be 103 times larger than the ordinary QCD scale (as was
assumed in technicolor theories, designed to explain the SU(2) × U(1) breaking scale), or
10−6 − 10−7 smaller as is assumed here for SU(N ′).
4A priori we could have (N ′, 3¯c) fermions. Either choice will lead to the same conclusions.
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2.3 Cosmological Implications
The introduction of the extra gauged SU(N ′) modifies the various stages in the more
general cosmological scenario with massive colored particles discussed above in several
ways. We will discuss those next starting with the earlier and continuing with later stages.
• The abundance of the MCP’s, the stable Q′s in the present case, remaining after the
color assisted late annihilations is hardly effected by the new SU(N ′). We have, in
addition to the Q′Q¯′ annihilation into ordinary gluons (or quarks), also annihilations
into theN ′2−1 gluons . This will slightly reduce theQ′ abundance (of nQ′/s ∼ 10−14)
after the early annihilation stage freezes out at T ∼ mQ′/30. The annihilation cross-
sections, however, are proportional to the squares of the corresponding α’s and with
ΛQCD >> Λ
′, α’ is much smaller than αs at energies ∼ mQ′ and this effect is minimal.
• The further reduction by another factor of 103 of Q’ abundance after QCD confine-
ment and formation of heavy Q′q¯ hadrons, crucial for allowing long lived MCP’s, was
discussed at length above. The arguments leading to this reduction are strengthened
by the additional SU(N ′) interactions which accelerate the cascade to the lower more
strongly bound Q′Q¯′ states. The point is very simple. The SU(N ′) interactions be-
come strong only at a scale of order 10 − 100 eV or equivalently distances of order
20− 200 A˚, however, the size of the Q′Q¯′ states which form first RH ∼ 1/2 Fermi is
almost 107 smaller. At such “short distances” SU(N ′) is still perturbative, and like
for ordinary gluon jets for multi TeV QCD processes we need not worry at all about
the effect of eventual SU(N ′) confinement. Thus, even for electrically neutral Q′s,
we have the one g′ de-excitation mechanism
Q′Q¯′|L → Q′Q¯′|L−1 + g′. (2.4)
Furthermore, since the coupling constant
α′(Λ′) ∼ O(1), (2.5)
and decreases logarithmically, we expect that at the heavy quarkonium scale
1≫ α′ > αem ∼ 1/137. (2.6)
This makes then the g′ emission a most efficient “autonomous” de-excitation mech-
anism and following Ref. [2] and the discussion above the complete cascade will
terminate on very short time scales of 10−17 − 10−16 sec.
• The N ′2 − 1 g′ gluons of the new gauge group exist as radiation in the primordial
plasma at the time of nucleosynthesis and at temperatures
T ∼MeV ≫ Λ′. (2.7)
The smallest non-abelian groups SU(N ′) with N ′ = 2 (3) have three (eight) new g′s.
Up to a factor of 7/8, each massless vector gluon is equivalent in terms of number
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of statistical degrees of freedom to a Majorana neutrino. The success of big bang
nucleosynthesis calculations limits the number of relativistic degrees of freedom, and
the number of neutrino species at that time to Nν ≤ 3±∆, where ∆ . 1. It seems,
therefore, impossible at first sight to reconcile the success of big bang nucleosynthesis
calculations limiting the total number of degrees of freedom at that time and with
the existence of three (eight) extra g′s in thermal equilibrium. As we show next,
however, this scenario is consistent with N ′2 − 1 extra g′s for N ′ < 4, that is up to
eight extra gluons equilibrium.
The g′ and ordinary gluon and quarks couple only via the very heavy Q′s and
completely decouple after the first Q′ annihilation stage one freezout at
T ∼ MQ′
30
∼ 30 GeV. (2.8)
In fact, since α′ is likely to be significantly weaker at such energies than αs ∼ 0.15
the g’s may decouple even earlier .
The photons, electron-positron pairs and neutrinos at T ∼ MeV have, however, been
enriched by the annihilation of all degrees of freedom in the standard model’s 16
gluons, (7/8) · 3 · 28 ∼ 74 degrees of freedom due to the (non neutrino) fermions in
the three generations and the 3 · 4 + 1 = 13 degrees of freedom due to the massive
W+, W−, Z0 and Higgs. Adding to this the 2 + 6 · 7/8 degrees of freedom in the
photons and neutrinos themselves this sector has altogether 110 degrees of freedom
of which 1/2 resides in the neutrinos and a 1/6 namely ∼ 18.5 from each neutrino.
The 6 − 16 degrees of freedom of the g′s are equivalent to ∆ ∼ 1/3 − 1 additional
neutrinos and is cannot be excluded.
The above discussion is hardly affected when we take into account the fact that the
6− 16 · 7/8 = 5 − 25 degrees of freedom in the Q′s do also leak in part into the g′s.
Since, however, the Q′s couple to all colored degrees of freedom of 8 gluons and 6
colored quarks (equivalent to 89 degrees of freedom and only six degrees of freedom
of g’s) even a purely statistical division would increase the degrees of freedom in g’s
by only ∼ 1/16 − 1/6, and even that is an upper bound since the g’s may decouple
earlier.
• Once the temperature drops bellow
T ′C ∼ Λ′ ∼ 10− 100 eV, (2.9)
all g′s combine into SU(N ′) singlet glueballs. Lattice QCD in its simplest “quenched”
form (which is completely justified here) implies for N ′ = 3 that the lightest glueball
is a 0++ particle of mass ∼ 7Λ′ [7, 8]. The glueballs can decay into photon pairs via
Q′ loops. The rate of decay, however, (even in the most favorable case where the Q′s
carry electric charge and no further SU(3)c gluons and light quark loops are needed)
is negligible:
Γ ∼ α
′2α2em · Λ′9
M8Q′
. 10−70sec−1 (2.10)
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Thus, the scalar glueball’s are practically stable warm dark matter, which, for the
smallest considered scale, Λ′ ∼ 10 eV, might even saturate dark matter. This poses
a bit of a problem, as cold dark matter is preferred. The scalar glueballs constitute
a particularly interesting form of “warm” dark matter, in which number changing
reactions of the form
3gb′s→ 2gb′s (2.11)
can occur. As the universe expands, the glueballs adiabatically cool and the inverse
reaction eventually stops. The co-moving number of the glueballs is no longer con-
served and keeps decreasing for some time with a Boltzman factor e−mgb′/T . The
process freezes out at T ′ ∼ mgb′/30 and, as shown in some detail by Ref. [9], ngb′/s
becomes extremely small.
2.4 Estimate of the Relic Abundance of the Quirks
As noted in section 1 above (see also Ref [10]), the Q′s make Q′ud baryons (rather than Q′q¯
mesons) and the anti-Quirks make Q¯′u mesons5. These heavy- light baryons and mesons
carry (fractional) charges, have strong hadron like interactions and will bind with heavy
nuclei to form anomalous heavy isotopes.
Thus, the very stringent bounds on such isotopes and/or fractional charged particles
apply, limiting the Q′ terrestrial number density to be very small:
nQ′
nB
< 10−30. (2.12)
Accounting for possible extra concentration in galaxies, in the solar system and in earth we
may need to limit the Q′ to entropy ratio to be even smaller than < 10−40, far below the
∼ 10−17 value achieved after the hadronic assisted annihilation stage described in section
1 above.
The SU(N ′) permanent confinement of the Q′s sets in at a temperature
T ′C ∼ Λ′ ∼ 10− 105 eV (2.13)
is expected to bring all Q′Q¯′ relics surviving till this stage, close together, leading eventu-
ally to annihilation. Thus barring appreciable Q′ asymmetry6 (analogous to the ordinary
baryon asymmetry) we expect practically complete annihilation of all Q′Q¯′ and no “dan-
gerous” present relic concentration. In this section and in the following section we show
that this expectation is indeed born out. Further, all annihilation occur early enough and
any imprint of annihilation products is washed away.
In passing we note, that the entities initially confined by SU(N ′) are not the Q′s but
rather the above hadrons composed of Q′s and light ordinary quarks. The O(Fermi) size of
5The Q¯′d member of the isospin doublet is (md −mu) ∼ 3 MeV heavier and Beta decays in O(sec) into
this lighter one. One second is the analogous charged to neutral pion beta decay partial lifetime
6Gauge coupling unification is lost in the simple variant. Furthermore, the Q′s carry no chiral charges
and there is no ’t Hooft U(1) anomaly [11] for the axial “Q′ baryon number”, nor are there new leptons
associated with the Quirks. Thus two mechanisms, which can account for the ordinary baryon asymmetry,
are absent here, and the Quirk asymmetry, while possible, seems unlikely.
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these hadrons is far smaller than Λ′−1, the SU(N ′) confinement scale. Thus, we can view
them as point-like objects in the N ′ representation for most of the evolution, until the very
last stages when the light u and d quarks get stripped from the Q′ (and Q¯′) with the latter
rearranging into a Q′Q¯′ Quirkonium state, bound via ordinary color SU(3)c forces.
The average separation between photons or between the SU(N ′) glueballs gb’s at
T ∼ T ′ ∼ Λ′ for Λ′ in the 10 eV to 105 eV range is:
dgb′,gb′ ∼ 1
T ′
∼ 0.002 − 200A˚. (2.14)
The density of the Q′s at this stage is
nQ′ . 10
−16ngb′ , (2.15)
so that the average Q′Q′ (or Q′Q¯′) separation is
f ∼ 2 · 105 (2.16)
times larger.
The setting in of SU(N ′) confinement means that flux tubes/strings connecting nearby
Q′ and Q¯′ form. The light gb’s and the string with small tension constitutes fast degrees
of freedom and the heavy Q′s at the strings ends move slowly. This suggests a Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, where at any time the system achieves the total minimal
length string network connecting the heavy Q′s and Q¯′s.
The initial string length which is on average L1 ∼ dQ′Q′ , exceeds by the same large
factor f ∼ 2.105 the expected size of Quirkonia in thermal equilibrium, namely
R′ ∼ T
′
σ′
∼ 1
Λ′
∼ 2− 20 · 10−7 cm, (2.17)
where σ′ ∼ Λ′2 is the string tension and T ′ ∼ T ′C ∼ Λ′.
Two different processes can dissipate the energy of the initial, long strings and “relax”
them into the final small size R′ ∼ Λ′−1 . These involve:
1. Interactions of a single Q′Q′ string with the thermal bath of SU(N ′) gb’s.
2. String string scattering leading in ∼ 50% of the cases to string reconnection, followed
by straightening and shortening of the resulting new bent strings (fig. 2).
Q′ Q′
Q′Q′
Q′ Q′
Q′Q′Q′
Q′Q′
Q′
Figure 2: String-string scattering, leading to shortening of the strings and energy dissipation.
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We first estimate the rate of the relaxation as a result of the interactions with the
thermal bath gb’s as follows:
At the SU(N ′) phase transition, T ∼ T ′ ∼ Λ′, the energy density of the glueballs
is roughly the same as in the unconfined phase, T ′4 ∼ Λ′4. The Q′ at the strings’ ends
interacts with the ambient glueballs with a cross-section
σint ∼ Λ′−2 (2.18)
(which is also the geometric cross-sectional area of the flux tube). All glueballs encoun-
tered in a time ∆t are then given a common translational “drift” speed vQ′ and the total
longitudinal momentum lost during this time interval is
∆p ∼ [∆t · vQ′ · Λ′−2]Λ′4 · vQ′ , (2.19)
where the term in the brackets is the volume swept and the second term is the momentum
given to a unit volume. To estimate v2Q we use the virial theorem for linear potentials stating
that the average kinetic energy of the non relativistic Q′s is half the average potential
energy:
TQ′ =
1
2
Mv2Q′ =
1
2
V ∼ Λ′2 · L, (2.20)
with L being the strings’ length. From eq. (2.19) we can write
dp
dt
= −Λ′2v2Q′ . (2.21)
Multiplying by p/M , the left hand side becomes:
p
M
dp
dt
=
dE
2dt
, (2.22)
and since
L(t) =
E(t)
Λ′2
, (2.23)
we obtain:
dE
dt
= −Λ′2
(
E
M
)3/2
. (2.24)
Integrating over dt between the initial Ei ∼ f · Λ′, and the final Ef = Λ′ we obtain:
trelaxationi ∼ 2
M3/2
Λ′5/2
∼ (4 · 10−10 − 4) sec (2.25)
for Λ′ ∼ 10− 105eV .
The relaxation time is very short in comparison with the Hubble time of 1010 − 108 sec
required for the CMB temperatures to go through the relevant temperatures of T ∼ 10 eV
and T ∼ 100 eV respectively.
The ambient glueballs also collide with the whole length of the extended flux tube.
The transverse modes thereby excited, which de-excite via looping out and excised into
g′-balls, do not, however, dissipate the longitudinal momentum/energy of the heavy Q′s
which is of interest here.
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We next estimate the relaxation time via the second, string-string collisions mechanism.
With a reconnection probability of order 1 [12, 13, 14]. The time required for the first
collision and rearrangement is:
t1 ∼ (nstring · σstring,string · vstring)−1. (2.26)
Using
σstring,string =
(
f
Λ′
)2
(2.27)
for the string string cross-section, a cross-section proportional to the square of the initial
string length,
nstring ∼ nQ′ ∼
(
Λ′
f
)3
(2.28)
for the number density of strings and
vstring ∼
(
T
M
)1/2
(2.29)
for the relative speed of the centers of any two strings yields a rate:
(t1)
−1 =
Λ′3/2
f ·M1/2 . (2.30)
If in such a collision the size of the strings is reduced, on average, by a factor r, we
need to iterate this on average k times such that rk = f for the final length of the string
to be
Lk ∼ Λ′−1, (2.31)
which, by definition, is f times smaller than the initial value L1. The geometric string-
string cross-section is smaller by r−2 for the r-fold shorter strings. Hence the times between
collisions in subsequent generations increase like r2k. The total time required to relax via
this mechanism to the final
Lf = Lk ∼ Λ′−1 = L1
f
(2.32)
is therefore
trelaxationii = Σti ∼ tk ∼ f2t1 = 105 − 0.1 sec (2.33)
for Λ′ = 10eV −105eV and the above f = 2·105. While shorter than the relevant 1010−100
sec Hubble times it is much longer than trelaxationi (eq. (2.25)), and hence is less important.
Once the flux tube’s length becomes L ∼ Λ′−1 namely similar to its width, the system
becomes spherical and the potential becomes, due to g′ exchange, Coulombic rather than
linear. At this distance scale we have by definition,
α′ ∼ 1≫ αem ∼ 1
137
, (2.34)
and the Q′ − Q¯′ attraction due to g′ exchange overcomes the small electric repulsion
∼ 2/9 αem between the +2/3e charged u and the +1/3e charged ud in the Q¯′u and
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Q′ud respectively. Despite a logarithmic decrease with decreasing distance, the g′ attrac-
tion dominates at all scales. Note that the initial Bohr orbit with rn = L ∼ Λ′−1 has a
large n:
n ∼
(
M
Λ′
)1/2
∼ 3 · 103 − 3 · 105, (2.35)
and a classical description is appropriate.
Next, the Q′ud baryons and Q¯′u mesons bound via SU(N ′) forces rearrange into Q′Q¯′
and a proton with large, hadronic σH ∼ GeV −2 cross-section. Let us estimate the average
time required for that. Classically, the heavy meson and heavy baryon oscillate within their
bound state. The probability of the above rearrangement occurring in each oscillation is:
pR ∼ σH
L2
, (2.36)
the ratio of the hadronic cross-section and the size of the bound state L2.
Conservatively we take L ∼ Λ′−1 as the initial size. The oscillation frequency is
conservatively estimated to be v/L by neglecting downward cascading to smaller states
with shorter periods, and using
v ∼
(
T ′
M
)1/2
∼
(
Λ′
M
)1/2
. (2.37)
Thus the rate of rearrangements is
pR · v
L
≤ σH · Λ
′7/2
M1/2
. (2.38)
This yields rearrangement times of 2 · 105 − 2 · 10−9 sec for Λ′ = 10 − 105 eV which
again are much shorter than the corresponding Hubble times.
Once the Q′Q¯′ QCD bound system forms, repeated emissions of g′, which as empha-
sized in section 2.3 above are perturbative on the relevant small (less than a Fermi) scale
of the Quirkonium, relax it in a time of ∼ 10−17 sec to the S-wave state, and annihilation
into ordinary QCD gluons follows. Hadronization and decay of these generate photons. We
next argue that such photons will have no observable effect even for the smallest Λ′ ∼ 10
eV contemplated with the annihilations occurring latest at
tHubble = 10
10 sec, (2.39)
when the temperature is T = 10 eV. The energy released in these annihilations constitutes
only a small fraction,
nQ′
s
· MQ′
T
∼ 10−5, (2.40)
of the total radiation energy at this time. All emitted high energy photons quickly reach
equilibrium by producing e+e− pairs on the background. Photons with slightly lower ener-
gies, below the GKZ like threshold for e+e− production, can still have multiple scattering
on the background photons with 1014 cm−3 densities with Delbruck cross-sections of
σD ∼ α
4
MeV2
∼ 10−31 cm2. (2.41)
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Recall that the Hubble radius RH at T ∼ eV is roughly 10−4 times smaller than the present
value, i.e 1024 cm namely approximately seven orders of magnitude larger than the mean
free path for Delbruck scattering.
Finally, the ∼ 0.1 − 0.5 TeV neutrinos from the annihilations red-shift at present to
energies of ∼ 100− 500 MeV and with fluxes ∼ 10−17 of the ordinary photon flux, namely
to 10−4 cm−2 sec−1, way below the O(1) atmospheric neutrino fluxes. Hence, no striking
signature of these “very late” Q′ − Q¯′ annihilations is expected.
2.5 Baryonic States
The discussion in section 2.4 above suggests that all the Q′s annihilate leaving no relics.
There is, however, a subtlety peculiar to the non-abelian SU(N ′) confining gauge inter-
actions that needs to be addressed. At the time of SU(N ′) confinement, not only Q′Q¯′
SU(N ′) singlet mesons form but also baryon-like states made of N ′ Q′s with all the N ′
strings emanating from the Q′s joining at a junction (actually the “Q′s” refer at this point
to Q′ud, but, as emphasized before this has no important effect).
This radically change our conclusions above if N ′ = 2. The N ′ = 2 representation
of SU(2), is self adjoint. Hence, the same g′ exchange forces act between particles and
anti-particles, and the same string connects Q′Q¯′ and Q′Q′ . Thus the Q′Q′ and Q′Q¯′
states are degenerate and half of all SU(2) confined systems formed initially are Q′Q′ or
Q¯′Q¯′.
What is the eventual fate of the Q′ud−Q′ud and Q¯′u− Q¯′u SU(N ′) confined states?
The first step detailed above, where the initially long SU(N ′) strings shrink to spherical
bound states with radius L ∼ 1/Λ′, is the same for Q′Q′ states and Q′Q¯′ mesons. The
SU(3) color induced rearrangement reactions do not, however, yield here a proton and
Quirkonium as mentioned in section 2.4 but rather
Q′ud+Q′ud→ Q′Q′d+ proton, (2.42)
and after dd¯ and uu¯ pair creation also
Q¯′u+ Q¯′u→ Q¯′Q¯′u¯+ proton + pi+. (2.43)
The doubly heavy Q′Q′q baryons and anti-baryons then quickly cascade via g′ emission to
their ground states.
The Q′Q′ diquark ground state tightly binds by a Coulombic SU(3)c gluon to an
SU(3)c triplet. For ordinary diquarks the two different flavors u and d fix the statistics
in the color and spin anti-symmetric representations. Here the role of the two flavors is
played by the two different colors of the new SU(2′) coupling to an SU(2′) singlet just like
the I = 0 light ud diquark.
An additional light quark (which after a d → u β decay becomes an up (u) quark) is
required to make the heavy-heavy-light baryon a color singlet. Thus, the final Q′Q′u state
(and Q¯′Q¯′u¯) are fractionally charged hadrons. All stringent bounds on fractional charges
and/or heavy isotopes apply excluding this possibility.
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This then excludes N ′ = 2 leaving us with N ′ = 3, the maximum allowed by big bang
nucleosynthesis considerations. As we show next this avoids all difficulties even if a non-
negligible fraction, fB of the Q
′s (or Q¯′s) combine at the time of SU(N ′) confining phase
transition to form Q′Q′Q′ baryons or anti-baryons. (Again, “Q′” refers to Q′ud and “Q¯′”
to Q¯′u).
The first relaxation mechanism discussed in section 2.4 above, via interaction of the
strings with the gb’s, shrinks all three string bits in the baryon to R ∼ O(1/Λ′) in the
short time intervals indicated above. The rearrangements analogous to the SU(2′) case
above, into genuine Q¯′Q¯′Q¯′ and a uuu = ∆++ or Q′Q′Q′ and a uud and ddu proton and
neutron are somewhat slower, and one may wonder if prior to that we could actually have
annihilation of the Q′3 baryons and anti-baryons7[15].
If these rearrangements were slower than the Hubble expansion rate ∼ Λ′2/MP lanck
(an issue to which we will return shortly), we will still have Q′3 − Q¯′3 annihilations during
the corresponding hubble times. With fB defined by:
nQ′3
s
∼ fB · 10−17, (2.44)
and (exothermic) annihilation cross-section
σann ∼ Λ′−2/β, (2.45)
the annihilation rate:
n · σ · v ∼ fB · 10
−17 · Λ′3
Λ′2
(2.46)
equals the rate of Hubble expansion for Λ′ = 105 − 10 eV if
fB ∼ 10−6 − 10−10, (2.47)
implying a small residual
nQ′3
s
∼ 10−23 − 10−27. (2.48)
Let us next estimate the rearrangement rate of
(
Q′u¯
)3 → Q¯′3 +∆++. (2.49)
This rearrangement can proceed in two steps. First, a two body rearrangement of
Q¯′u+ Q¯′u→ Q¯′2u2, (2.50)
where the object on the right hand side is a color and color’ Tetra-quark singlet, followed
by a quicker second rearrangement with the remaining Q¯′u into the final Q¯′
3
and u3 with
the u3 = ∆++. We expect the uu color anti-triplet to be less bound (by (m∆−mN ) ∼ 300
7Annihilation of the elementary Q′s is usually suppressed by 1/M ′2Q factors. Here, however, the annihi-
lation is actually a rearrangement into three Q′Q¯′ mesons and just like baryon anti-baryon annihilations in
QCD is likely to have large geometric cross-sections proportional to the size of the Q′3 baryons. This size
was ∼ Λ′−2 prior to rearrangement and formation of the QCD dominated quarkonium states.
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MeV) than the ud diquark (where mN is the mass of a nucleon). We therefore need the
heavy Q¯′Q¯′ system to be bound by more than that, and using a Coulombic binding,
α2s ·mQ′
8n2
> 0.3 GeV, (2.51)
and αs ∼ 0.12 appropriate to these scales, we need n ∼ O(2) and hence, the Q′s have to
get to within the corresponding Bohr radius
1
(mQ′/2)(αs/2n)
∼ 1
15
GeV −1 (2.52)
a value which is ∼ 30 times smaller than 0.2 Fermi used in section 2.3 above.
The corresponding rearrangement times will therefor be 302 ∼ 103 times longer, yet
still shorter than the corresponding hubble times. Thus, we do not have very extensive
annihilations of the larger Q′3 baryons before the latter rearrange into the “bare” Q′3’s.
The “bare” Q′3 and Q¯′3 remaining after this stage are electrically neutral and, as we
argue next, are unlikely to bind to nuclei. Hence, the very stringent upper bounds on
fractionally charged and/or ultra heavy isotopes do not limit their relic density.
The ground state of the Q′3 baryons has one Q′Q′ with L = 1, unlike ordinary heavy
baryons (for instance bbb) with purely S-wave ground states. This is due to the Fermi-
Dirac statistics which motivated color in he first place: in order to be SU(3)c and SU(3
′)
singlets, the three Q′s are antisymmetric in both color and color’ and hence, should be
antisymmetric in joint spin and orbit degrees of freedom. The three spin 1/2 particles
cannot be completely antisymmetrized. Rather, as in the nucleon, we have the Q′Q′ pairs
half of the time in S = 0 (and L = 0) and otherwise in the symmetric S = 1 and hence,
in the antisymmetric L = 1 state. This makes the Q′3 ground state larger, enhancing
interactions with nucleons.
These interactions, however, still fall short of generating Q′-nucleon bound states. The
interaction between the color singlet Q′3 and the nucleon is reminiscent of the Casimir-
Polder interaction between neutral atoms [16]. The latter is proportional to the product of
the polarizeabilities of the two systems, which at most can be the corresponding volumes.
The mN ∼ 940 MeV mass of the nucleon is almost entirely generated by the (Gµν)2 gluonic
condensate and the ψ¯ψ chiral condensate. When the heavy Q′ baryon is inside the nucleon
it occupies a fraction
f ′ ∼
(
rQ′3
rN
)3
(2.53)
of the nucleons’ volume with rQ′3 the radius of the (small) Q
′3 QCD dominated baryon
and rN the radius of the nucleon. The above condensates are modified in the presence of
the chromoelectric fields inside the Q′3 baryon, reducing the nucleons mass and causing
attraction (like the Casimir Polder interaction in QED). An extreme assumption, maxi-
mizing this interaction, is that the contribution to the nucleon mass from the above region
vanishes. This then yields a potential
U = −f ′ ·mN (2.54)
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and a range rN . Since at least two gluons need to be exchanged, we have the additional
product
αs|Nucleon · αs|Q′3 (2.55)
of the strong coupling at the nucleon and quarkonium scales, amounting to another factor
of ∼ 1/30.
The ground (and L = 1) states of Q′3 are in the Coulombic regimes of SU(3)c. App-
roximating the system as a Q′2 diquark in an L = 1 state with another Q′, and using the
nominal mQ′ = 1 TeV, we find that rn=2 corresponding to the L = 1 assumed, is:
rn=2 =
n2
µαs/2
∼ 2 · 10−15 cm, (2.56)
where we have used a reduced mass
µ =
2
3
mQ′ (2.57)
and a QCD coupling αs ∼ 0.12 appropriate to the relevant distance scale. The extra 1/2
appears in the denominator due to the corresponding reduction of the interaction between
two 3c quarks to yield a 3¯c as compared with the interaction between Q
′ and Q¯′ in color
singlet quarkonium.
To this we need to add (in quadrature) the radius of the initial S-wave diquark, which
is about half as large to have
rQ′3 ∼ 2.5 · 10−15 cm. (2.58)
Using rN ∼ 1.4 · 10−13 Fermi this yields8
U ∼ −5 KeV · 1/30 = 0.15 KeV. (2.59)
The condition that a heavy m(A,Z) ∼ A ·mN nucleus binds to Q′3 is:
(2m(A,Z) · |U |)1/2 · R(A,Z) > pi/2 (2.60)
which becomes
A > 340, (2.61)
and we have no nuclei big enough to bind.
The above Q′3 − (A,Z) interaction causes relic Q′3’s moving with virial velocities of
the order of 10−3 to scatter elastically on a Germanium (A ∼ 75) nuclei, for instance, in
underground detectors. The Born approximation, applicable for such weak interactions
yields
σelastic ∼ 10−34 cm2. (2.62)
The present best bound from CDMS2 (expressed in terms of cross-sections for WIMP-single
nucleon scattering) for TeV WIMP relics constituting the galactic halo is approximately
8We utilize this interactions for large nuclei with radii R(A,Z) ∼ 1.4 · A1/3 Fermi. The large penalty
of kinetic (uncertainty) energy prevents the Q′3’s from concentrating inside individual nucleons. Hence we
have the Q′3 bound to the whole large nucleus and 1.4 Fermi in the expression for the nuclear size appears.
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10−42 cm2. This translates9 to a cross-section which is 754 ∼ 3 · 107 times weaker on
Germanium, thus allowing the Q′3 to constitute ∼ 1/3 of the halo mass. Since we know
already that the early Q′3 annihilations alone reduce their densities far bellow that, no new
constraint on fB, the fraction of Q
′s surviving inside Q′3, arises.
In High energy collisions and most likely in QCD phase transition, baryon-anti-baryon
production is suppressed by O(1/10− 1/100) relative to mesons. Since in the present case
the produced Q′3 baryons (and anti-baryons) are to start with ∼ 106 times larger than the
SU(N ′) scale, there is a high probability that the junction points, where the three strings
join to form such a baryon and in an anti-baryon, which, as emphasized in section 2.4
above, constitute light and fast degrees of freedom, will overlap and annihilate yielding a
final Q′3 density well below the detectability threshold.
Before concluding this section, we note that the cross-sections on Germanium (and
interaction potentials) of the Q′3’s are much larger than for technibaryons containing col-
ored constituents calculated some time ago [17] to be ∼ 10−41 cm2. This reflects the much
smaller O ( TeV−1) radius of the technibaryons as compared with those of Q′3.
2.6 Quirks at LHC
Our main conclusion is that extending the standard model with a new SU(3′) and with
new massive, stable Q′s transforming as (3′, 3c) is cosmologically viable and consistent
with all bounds, if SU(3′) confines at a scale Λ′ in the 10 eV to 105 eV range. While
this model may ruin the nice feature of gauge coupling unification, this consistency is
non trivial. Indeed, generic standard model extensions, which keep coupling unification
tend to have unconfined, fractionally charged, particles [10]. If not very heavy, these
constitute dangerous relics which can be ruled out by cosmological considerations and the
experimental bounds [18]. Not everything that is possible necessarily happens, yet we are
encouraged to consider possible signatures of the putative new particles and interactions
at the LHC collider10.
To estimate the production cross-section σQ′ of Q
′Q¯′ with MQ′ = 1 TeV at LHC (at
center of mass energy W = 14 TeV), we use the measured ∼ 8 picobarns production cross-
section of top-anti-top pairs (with mt = 180 GeV, ∼ 5.5 times lower than that of a TeV
Q′) at the Fermi-lab collider (with 7 times lower ∼ 2 TeV center of mass energy). If naive
scaling could be applied, we would expect, accounting for the color’ index of Q′s, that
σQ′ |LHC ∼ ·3 · σt|Tevatron ∼ 20 picobarns. (2.63)
With σtotal(pp)|LHC ∼ 100 mb we expect Q′Q¯′ pair production in about ∼ 3 out of
1010 collisions in LHC.
QCD corrections cause substantial deviation from scaling. These are partially accoun-
ted for by the increasing cross-section and also by the fact that the energy to mass ratio is
7/5.5 ∼ 1.3 times higher in LHC, making the above estimate plausible.
9There is an A2 coherence factor and another A2 factor arises from the reduced mass which is approxi-
mately that of the nucleus.
10Such considerations have been made by M. Luty.
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For the maximal LHC luminosity of L ∼ 1034 cm−2sec−1 we expect 0.3 Q′ production
events among the 109 proton-proton collisions occurring each second. Can one pick up this
tiny Q′Q¯′ signal?
There is an appreciable probability of ∼ 2αs ∼ 0.2 that the hard scattering producing
Q′Q¯′ at s2 & 4 TeV2 is accompanied by another gluon jet with substantial transverse
energy deposition
E > O(50) GeV (2.64)
in the hadronic calorimeters. This trigger may thus yield a sample enriched inQ′ production
events.
The Q′q¯ and Q¯′q mesons have large, σQ′q¯−N ∼ 10 mb, cross-sections on nucleons. Yet,
due to the very large (more than 1000) ratio ofM ′Q and the . GeV scale of the light quarks,
these mesons have tiny (less than 10−3) inelasticities. Hence, the mesons can suffer more
than 1000 hadronic collisions and the mean free path of such a meson is
lmfp =
1
np · σQ′q¯−N
(2.65)
and thus the mesons traverse ∼ 105 gr/cm2 before stopping. The 2/3 and 1/3 charged
Q¯′u and Q′ud also loose energy by ionization. For a mildly relativistic Q′, with βQ′ . 0.7,
these losses are less than MeV/(gr·cm2) in iron. Thus, a Q′ with initial kinetic energy of
K ∼ 1/4 TeV reaches and traverses all muon detectors. If K∗ is the kinetic energy of the
relative motion in the Q′Q¯′ center of mass frame, the string between Q′ and Q¯′ can stretch
(in this frame) to a length of
L′ =
K∗
σ
∼ K
∗
Λ′2
, (2.66)
with σ being the string’s tension. Table 1 shows the length of the string for K∗ = 1/2 TeV
and possible values of Λ′.
After reaching the maximal extension, the string will
Λ′[eV] L′[meters]
10 103
100 10
103 0.1
104 10−3
105 10−5
Table 1: The string’s length
for possible values of Λ′ and
K∗ = 1/2 TeV.
bring the Q′ and Q¯′ close together again. In vacuum, the
system could oscillate almost indefinitely as the probability
of annihilation in each crossing ∼ (Λ′/MQ′)2 is less than
10−20. The Schwinger mechanism for breaking the string
via Q′Q¯′ pair production is suppressed by e−(M/Λ
′)2 . One
may still wonder if g′g′ glueball emission or excision of
small closed loops at any point of the long SU ′(3) string
cannot dissipate the latter in a short time of order 1/Λ′.
This is not the case as the following argument shows: Un-
like the long floppy strings forming in a thermal environ-
ment around the time of SU ′(3) phase transition, the string connecting the LHC produced
Q′ pair is straight and taut during all phases of the oscillation described above.
Indeed, the extended string represents at all times the true ground state of the light
SU(3′) degrees of freedom given the location of the heavy Quirks. Furthermore, apart from
the regions very near to the receding (or converging) end Quirks, the whole length of the
string/flux tube is stationary. Therefore, only the end region could, in principle, radiate.
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A conservative overestimate of the rate of radiation is provided by treating the end
Quirks as unconfined carriers of the SU(3′) charge. Using the Larmor formula for dW/dt
(which is adequate for the slightly relativistic Quirks) we find that ∼ 100 sec are required
for dissipating the energy via this mechanism. This is far longer (by 107) than the estimated
stopping time (see eq. 2.67 below).
M. Luty originally suggested that particles at the far muon detectors, which rather than
diverging away from the intersection point, converge towards each other will be a striking,
unique, signature of the new Quirks and a low Λ′ ∼ 100 eV for which L′ ∼ 10 meters.
Unfortunately, trajectories which do not extrapolate back to the intersection point are
likely to be cosmic rays background and are discarded in the present LHC experimental
protocol.
Amusingly, for Λ′ ∼ KeV, the two trajectories interwind sufficiently closely, so that the
net braided trajectory may extrapolate to the intersection point, yet the 10 cm separation
could suffice for resolving the two individual trajectories in segmented detectors, leading
again to a striking signal.
During the ∼ 10 years optimal running of the LHC, the above estimate suggests that
about 108 Q′Q¯′ pairs will be produced, a number comparable to or larger than that of the
much more motivated and studied supersymmetric partners. It seems likely that should
any new physics of the type discussed here be realized in nature, LHC may indicate its
existence11.
2.7 The Fate of the Produced Quirks
We argued at length that all early universe Q′ and Q¯′s annihilate. Here, we would like to
address the fate of the Q′s produced in LHC and/or in cosmic ray collisions at present.
As indicated above, Q′ hadrons loose energy and eventually stop after traversing O(km)
of earth. The SU(3′) string keeps pulling the Q′ and Q¯′ towards each other and one might
expect that all the Q¯′ − Q′ pairs will annihilate. As we show next this need not be the
case.
Consider first Q¯′q heavy mesons. The stopping time while traversing a kilometer of
earth,
ts ∼ 10
5 cm
c
∼ 10−5 sec, (2.67)
is much shorter than the O(1) sec duration of Q¯′d beta decay into Q¯′u. These −1/3e
charged mesons are attracted by the Coulombic potentials
UCoulomb ∼ (Z/3) · αem
R(A,Z)
∼ 1.2 and 2 MeV, (2.68)
existing at the nuclear radius for A = 20, Z = 10 silicon and A = 40, Z = 20 calcium
nuclei. With negligible kinetic energies of the heavy bound nuclei
Ek ∼ h
2
2 ·M(A,Z) ·R(A,Z)2 , (2.69)
11Cosmic ray protons of energies E > 1017 eV (corresponding to center of mass energy of 14 TeV as in
LHC) also generate Q′s. Unfortunately, the flux of such protons is only ∼ 2 ·10−10(m−2 sec−1)[19], yielding
2 · 10−20 Q′s per (m2 sec) and an area of a km2 accumulates only 103 Q′s in a billion years.
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this presents a lower bound for the actual binding.
We would like to argue next that for an S-wave Q¯′d (or Q¯′u) state localized around
the nucleus in a thin 1 Fermi shell at R(A,Z), the nuclear radius, there is also a significant
nuclear binding. As for K+, K0 and nucleons, we can model the Q¯′q-nucleon interactions
by exchanges of the non-strange σ and ω mesons [20] (one pion exchange is parity forbidden
since the ground state mesons are pseudoscalars). The high (kinetic) uncertainty penalty
for localized Kaons smears a putative bound S-wave state over the whole nucleus. The
expectation value of the potential energy is then:
〈V 〉 ∼
∫
d3r (Vω(r) + Vσ(r)) . (2.70)
The repulsive ω exchange and the attractive σ exchange largely cancel, leaving a
small net repulsive potential energy, excluding binding, and yielding the observed repulsive
scattering lengths. The attractive σ exchange has, however, a longer ∼ 0.4 − 0.5 Fermi
range as compared with the 0.25 Fermi for ω exchange. Hence a heavy Q′q¯ meson, placed
at a distance of O(Fermi) from the nuclear surface will experience a suppressed attrac-
tive potential, which is still ∼ 8 times enhanced relative to the repulsive part. The net
attraction of O(10) MeV will then directly contribute to the binding.
A beta decay of d into the +2/3 charged u quarks faces now a 2.5 and 4 MeV Coulomb
barrier for Z = 10 and 20, and with md−mu−me ∼ 3 MeV, a Z > 12 nuclei is forbidden.
Even if such decays happen in the lighter nuclei (with rather long ∼ 100 sec lifetimes) the
daughter nucleus is likely to still remain bound by nuclear interactions. We note that Q¯′u
mesons can also hadronically bind to nuclei despite the Coulomb barrier in collisions with
center of mass energy exceeding this barrier.
We next turn to Q′s. As noted in section 1 above, Q′q¯-nucleon collisions rearrange
the light quarks as in eq. (1.11) and all Q′s form Q′ud baryons. The latter have +1/3
charges and are Coulomb repelled by nuclei. The Q′ud baryons can, however, bind to
nuclei before slowing down to O(2)−O(3) MeV required to overcome the Coulomb barrier.
The Q′ud baryons have large hadronic O(30)−O(40) MeV binding to A ∼ 20− 40 nuclei.
This binding is inferred by realizing that Q′ud is analogous to the Λ(1115) Hyperon, sud
[21, 22], which has a deep binding potential in nuclei,
V ∼ −30 to− 40 MeV, (2.71)
for (A,Z) ranging from (20, 10) to (40, 20) [23]. Further kinetic energy effects are negligible
for the ∼ 17−34 times heavier nuclei. Thus, the system of Q′ud and nuclei can sit in many
angular momentum states and still be bound by this potential. Up to few MeV Coulombic
correction, we expect binding energies in this range.
In order to form the bound state, the extra kinetic energy of relative motion has to be
emitted via a photon or a pion:
Q′ud+ (Z ′, A′)→ Q′ud(Z ′, A′) + γ (or + pi). (2.72)
The first process is suppressed by αem and both processes are suppressed by the ra-
tio B.E/TQ′ud where TQ′ud is the kinetic energy of the Q
′ud-nucleus system in its cen-
ter of mass. For the hadronic pion emission process, the kinetic energy had to exceed
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mpi ∼ 140 MeV. Still we have several Q′ud nuclear collisions, where this binding can
occur, so that assuming that approximately 20% of all Q′ud bind to nuclei is reasonable.
The bound Q′ud(A,Z) or Q¯′d(A,Z) complexes loose their kinetic energies extremely
fast due to heavy ionization and frequent atomic collisions, and stop, forming interstitial
impurity in some grain. No annihilations of the Q′ and Q¯′s can now happen as it is impeded
by the very strong ∼ Z · Z ′ Coulomb repulsion between the nuclei.
The positively (2/3 and 1/3) charged Q¯′u and Q′ud that have failed to bind to nuclei
when their energies exceeded the Coulomb barrier, still bind to the atoms. These will be
extended few Angstrom analogous to ordinary molecular bound states, yet with smaller
bindings of ∼ 1/4− 1 eV because of the smaller charges (since the binding for closed shells
is only via polarization of the wave-function of the Z electrons it should scale with e′Q
2.
The intersection points of the LHC collider are about 100 meters underground and
the range of ∼1/2 TeV Q′ containing heavy hadrons in ground material is approximately
1/2 kilometer12. For Λ′ > 30 eV the separation allowed by the confining strings for kinetic
energy of ∼ 1/2 TeV is
Lmax < 50m (for Λ
′ > 30 eV). (2.73)
We then expect that half of the Q′− Q¯′ pairs produced will jointly move downwards where
the individual Q′ and Q¯′ particles will be captured (about 20% into nuclei and the rest
bound to atoms) and half will travel upward into space.
For Λ′ < 30 eV we are likely to have one member of the produced pair move upwards
but then be pulled back to the other Q′ which will be captured underground and eventually
be captured as well.
Is it possible that the Q′ and Q¯′ paired by a string connection will actually be fixed in
the locations where the individual Q′ and Q¯′ were trapped and be unable to move towards
each other? For Λ′ ∼ 10−100 eV, the constant string tension force pulling the Q′s together
is 0.05 eV/A˚ and 5 eV/A˚ respectively. If the tension is less than ∼ 0.5 eV/A˚ this force
may be too weak to overcome the chemical forces binding some of positively charged Q¯′u
and Q′ud to atoms, and will not be able to move these atoms to the nuclei of which the
remaining Q′ and Q¯′ hadrons are attached within the grains.
It is worth emphasizing that the Q′ numbers and in particular their concentrations
vastly increase as mQ′ decreases. For instance, if the latter mass is only 1/2 TeV rather
than 1 TeV, its production cross-section should be ∼ 10 times larger. The kinetic energy
of the lighter Q′s will be on average 1/2 to 1/4 times smaller. This will make the range in
earth correspondingly shorter and the final Q′ concentration will be between ∼ 10 ·23 = 80
and ∼ 10 · 43 = 600 times larger.
2.8 The Physics of Trapped Quirks
In this final section we briefly speculate on the fascinating possibilities arising if the above
scenario is realized and a clever segregation technique enables finding a grain containing
12We assume that the Q′ is generally produced with a kinetic energy T ′ which is a finite fraction (0.1−0.5)
of its mass.
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one Q′ hadron. Such a grain experiences, in addition to known gravitational and electro-
magnetic forces, a “mysterious” additional constant force moving it towards the Q′ (or Q¯′)
at the other end of the string. The force,
F = σ = Λ′2 = 1.6 · 10−4 dyne, (2.74)
equals, for Λ′ ∼ 30 eV, to the gravitational force for a grain weighing ∼ 2 · 10−7 gr, and by
careful experiments could be measured for much larger grains.
The above Λ′ is the maximal which still does not tear the Q′s out of their host grains,
so that we can take the grain and move it, leaving behind an SU(3′) long string.
To most dramatically illustrate this, consider having the grain in the ∼ 150 kg Pioneer,
presently at the edge of the solar system at about 100 A.U ∼ 1.5 · 1015 cm away. The
gravitational acceleration due to the sun’s gravitational field (∼ 6·10−3 cm/s2) is monitored
and an anomalous enhancement of 1 in 104 has been reported. One string stretching
between Pioneer and earth could account for it if Λ > 103 eV, a mere factor 30 beyond the
maximally allowed value13.
For such an extension, the potential energy stored even in the nominal 0.5 eV /A˚ string
is 1023eV ∼ 1014 GeV. If we vaporize the grain holding our Q′ in space, the attraction
towards the other partner in earth would cause acceleration to such energies! Thus, such
strings could be the ultimate, perhaps even Trans-Planckian accelerators14 .
Since the SU(3′) string has no interaction with matter we could envision another
striking situation were the two grains at the string’s end are moved to antipodal points on
the earth and yet when pulling on one end the other would respond within a time of order
RE/c ∼ 0.02 sec!
3. Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that long lived massive colored particles, χ, are consistent
with cosmological bounds. The relic abundance of such particles is reduced below the de-
tectability threshold in several stages of annihilation. First, annihilations via perturbative
QCD occur. After the QCD phase transition, the massive colored particles form heavy
mesons (or glueballinos) which have a large geometric scattering cross-section on each
other yielding heavy χχ states with large angular momentum. These states then cascade
down to lower angular momentum states and finally annihilate. Even though collisions
with ambient pions can break the newly formed heavy-heavy states (and thus impede the
annihilations), these collisions also cause further cascading to lower angular momentum
states and finally to annihilation.
M. Luty suggested a Quirk model where, in addition to SU(3)c, the heavy colored
particles carry an additional SU(N ′) non-abelian gauge group. For SU(N ′) scales much
13If the Pioneer continuously tumbles around, as the WMAP satellite does, than the Q′ can be dynami-
cally trapped there for much longer times as the direction of the required escape crack would be constantly
changing...
14The authors of Ref. [24] asserted that laws of microphysics and cosmology do not allow the attainment
of such energies, however if the Quirk scenario is realized, it appears not to be the case.
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smaller than the mass of the particles, unbreakable flux tubes (or strings) of macroscopic
size connect two such particles . The existence of such a gauge group has little effect on the
first stage of annihilation. We have shown that almost all of heavy hadrons containing these
heavy colored particles annihilate (so that the number of fractionally charged particles and
anomalous heavy isotopes drops below detectability threshold) for N ′ ≥ 3. Furthermore,
since N ′ > 3 is forbidden by big bang nucleosynthesis, the only gauge group consistent
with all cosmological observations is SU(3′).
If the mass of the Quirks is indeed of the order of 1 TeV, pairs of Q′−Q¯′ will be created
in LHC. The string between the two particles extends until it reaches its maximum length,
pulls the Quirk and anti-Quirk close together again causing the particles to oscillate. Such
events, which do not diverge away from the interaction point, will be discarded in LHC
experiments unless the maximum length of the string is small enough so that the particles
interwind sufficiently closely and still point to the intersection.
Quirks (either created in accelerators or in cosmic rays) bind to nuclei in the earth
and the electrostatic repulsion between the nuclei prevents their annihilations. For small
enough values of Λ′ the attractive force between the Quirks will not be able to overcome
the chemical forces binding the heavy baryons and mesons to atoms and nuclei, and the
Quirk and anti-Quirk, bound by a string will be trapped in fixed locations and will not be
able to move towards each other.
We have concluded by commenting, that if it were possible to isolate two grains co-
nnected by a long SU(3) string, it would be feasible to measure the force the new gauge
group exerts. Furthermore, separated to large enough distances and then released, the
particles can accelerate to extremely high energies.
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